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                            Prem Raghu 
 Ayurvedic Medical College & Hospital 

                            Nestled within the expansive campus lies a remarkable highlight - an exceptional hospital renowned for its world-class standards. This distinguished healthcare facility boasts a 60 bed Ayurveda wing and a 100 bed Modern Medicine Hospital, representing the pinnacle of care and comfort.
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                                Welcome to Prem Raghu Ayurvedic Medical College & Hospital 

                                
                                Prem Raghu Ayurvedic Medical College & Hospital aims to promote critical analysis by educating students in both theory and practice to provide them the skills necessary to meet global issues with cooperation and respect for others. Additionally, to develop strong networks with professionals in business, academia, and society for information sharing. The students' acquisition of a comprehensive understanding of engineering, technology, and the entrepreneurial environment is facilitated by the current teaching technique. The college's dedicated faculty staff is well-versed in their field and has first-hand experience in it.
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                                Chairmans's Desk

                                
                                The richness of the Ayurvedic medical system has always drawn me, I Dr. P.P. Singh, and my father, Late Shree Shankar Ial Kushwaha, inspired me to pursue my ambition of founding an Ayurvedic college with top-notch instruction and distinctive clinical training. Therefore, in 2016 I founded the institution with the help of my younger brother, the college's director, Dr. R.K. Singh, and with the approval of my father. Our Institute's primary goal is to supply highly skilled medical professionals in the fields of Ayurveda and healthcare. I extend a warm welcome to everyone who will be involved with this fantastic institution. 

                                       Dr. P.P. Singh

                                       Chairman Prem Raghu Medical College & Hospital
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                                 Ayurveda Departments

                                
                                "AYURVEDA" is made up of two words- Ayuh and Veda. Ayuh means life and Veda means knowledge or science. Thus "AYURVEDA in totality means 'Science of life. It incorporates all aspects of life whether physical, psychological, spiritual or social. What is beneficial and what is harmful to life, what is happy life and what is sorrowful life; all these four questions and life span allied issues are elaborately and emphatically discussed in Ayurveda
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                                             Maulika Siddhanta

                                            "Dept. imparts Ayurvedic basics: Sanskrit, principles, texts, history; vital for practitioners. Blend of tradition, science emphasized."
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                                             Rachana Sharir

                                            "Cadaver dissection and ancient views meet modern anatomy in Ayurvedic education. Marmas vital for surgery, massage."
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                                             Kriya Sharir

                                            "Studies human physiology through ancient and modern lenses, emphasizing dosha-dhatu-mala principle, comparing Ayurvedic and modern perspectives."
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                                             Rasa Shastra & Bhaisajya Kalpna

                                            "This department trains in medicinal chemistry, potent mineral medicines, and diverse Ayurvedic pharmaceutical methods. It focuses on plant identification, processing, and personalized formulations."
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                                             Rog Nidan evam Vikriti Vigyan

                                            "This department covers disease classification, ancient diagnostics, and modern investigations. Ayurveda prioritizes early detection, exploring disease origins, processes, and manifestations."
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                                             Swasthavritta & Yoga

                                            "This department teaches Ayurvedic preventive medicine, encompassing individual and community health, incorporating naturopathy and yoga for holistic well-being."
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                                             Kayachikitsa

                                            "This department focuses on Ayurvedic General Medicine training, including Panchakarma, Rasayana, and Vajikarana. Equips students with versatile treatment protocols for diverse ailments."
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                                             Panchakarma

                                            "This branch focuses on Ayurvedic purification therapies, emphasizing Panchakarma with techniques like Vamana, Virechana, Nasya, Basti, and Rakta Mokshan."
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                                             Shalya Tantra

                                            "This Ayurvedic branch, Shalya Tantra, encompasses surgery and parallels modern principles. Focus on wound and fracture management, para-surgical methods."
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                                             Shalakya Tantra

                                            "This branch focuses on Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat, Oral & Head care, known as Uttamanga Chikitsa Tantra. Equipped with specialized units and procedures for comprehensive care."
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                                             Agad Tantra

                                            "Agad Tantra is an Ayurvedic discipline focusing on toxins, poisons, and their remedies, vital for understanding poisoning cases and treatments."
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                                             Kaumarbhritya (Bal Roga)

                                            "Vital in Ayurveda, Bal Roga focuses on neonatal care, infant nutrition, daily regimen, and childhood disorders, including immunization."
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                                             Darvyaguna

                                            "Darvyaguna is Ayurvedic medicine's exploration of natural substances and their medicinal attributes, contributing to holistic health practices through traditional wisdom."
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                                             Stri Roga Evam Prasuti Tantra

                                            "Stri Roga Evam Prasuti Tantra is an Ayurvedic specialization focusing on women's health, encompassing gynecological disorders and obstetrics care."
 
                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

        
        
        

        
        
        
        
        
            
                
                    
                        
                  
                            

                                Over 20 Years in Healthcare Facilities

                                
                                Prem Raghu Ayurvedic Medical College & Hospital is associated with a 60 bedded hospital with all required equipment and facilities. We have also 100 bedded M The campus has engaged a specialist doctor for medical aid 24×7. We also have arrangement with the nearby Prem Raghu Hospital and Research Centre with all Modern facilities for emergencies treatment. A dedicated room has been provided in the campus with first aid facilities which functions as health centre if and when immediate medical attention is required. Necessary treatment is provided at this centre by trained persons. Hospital has 08 separate OPD of different specialties of Ayurveda with all required amenities. IPD facilities with 24X7 caring staff availability. Ambulance services available for promoting immediate action in cases of emergency, Hospital’s ambulances are equipped with the best of medical technology and a team of dedicated staff to transport the patient to higher centres if required. Hospital attached canteen serves sumptuous and hygienic food to staff, students & patients at reasonable prices.

                            

                            	Well Educated and Experienced Doctors
	World Class Hospital 
	Top Class Laboratories
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                                FAq’s
                                Your Guide to know better about the College 
 

                                
                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Is PREM RAGHU AYURVEDIC MEDICAL COLLEGE & Hospital recognized by the government? 
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                  PREM RAGHU AYURVEDIC MEDICAL COLLEGE & Hospital is recognized by the Government of Uttar Pradesh, the Ministry of Ayush (Government of India), and the National Council for Indian Systems of Medicine (NCISM), New Delhi.

                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                What is the affiliation of PREM RAGHU AYURVEDIC MEDICAL COLLEGE & Hospital
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                 PREM RAGHU AYURVEDIC MEDICAL COLLEGE & Hospital is Affiliated to Mahayogi Guru Gorakhnath AYUSH University, Gorakhpur, Uttar Pradesh

                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Does PREM RAGHU AYURVEDIC MEDICAL COLLEGE & Hospital provide hostel facilities? 
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                Yes, the college provides convenient and inclusive hostel facilities for students, fostering a supportive and communal living environment.

                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                               What healthcare facilities does the college offer?
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                The college is associated with a 60-bed Ayurveda wing and a 100-bed Modern Medicine Hospital. It has over 20 years of experience in healthcare facilities, including top-class laboratories and well-educated, experienced doctors. The campus also has arrangements with nearby hospitals for emergencies.

                                            

                                        

                                    

                                               
                                        
                                            
                                                What departments are offered in the Ayurvedic curriculum?
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                The college offers a comprehensive Ayurvedic curriculum with various departments, including Agad Tantra (toxins and remedies), Kaumarbhritya (neonatal care), Maulika Siddhanta (basics and principles), Rachana Sharir (anatomy), Kriya Sharir (physiology), Rasa Shastra & Bhaisajya Kalpna (pharmaceuticals), and more. These departments cover a wide range of Ayurvedic disciplines.
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                                    "Ayurveda in Daily Life: Rituals and Routines for Optimal Living"
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                                    "Ayurvedic Beauty Secrets: Enhancing Radiance Inside and Out"
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                                    Holistic Healing: Integrating Ayurveda and Modern Medicine"
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                                To Day Ayurveda has become the part and parcel of human life. It provides slow but steady improvement in life of human being.
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                                	Address:Near M.G. Polytechnic Agra Road,Hathras U.P. 204101
	Call:+91-98389-64378
	Call:+91-93197-81038
	Email:[email protected]
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